This paper presents results on the existence and characterization of Pareto ecient and of equilibrium allocations in a continuous-time setting under uncertainty in which agents have stochastic di erential utility, a version of recursive utility. In order to characterize equilibrium and e cient allocations in terms of pointwise rst order conditions, uniform properness conditions on preferences are avoided.
Introduction
This paper presents results on the existence and characterization of Pareto e cient and of equilibrium allocations in a continuous time setting under uncertainty in which agents have stochastic di erential utility, a version of recursive utility.
Section 2 is devoted to e cient allocations, including existence, characterization in terms of rst order conditions in the smooth case, and the associated allocation mechanism. As a by-product, we can give regularity conditions under which the state-price de ator associated with an e cient allocation is a semimartingale, a property that is useful in the characterization of security prices. Section 3 demonstrates conditions for existence of an equilibrium in which the rst order conditions for e ciency shown in Section 2 apply. This approach requires us to avoid the uniform properness conditions on preferences introduced by Mas-Colell (1986) .
Section 4 studies the issue of whether a local gross-substitutes condition globalizes, as it does in the additive case considered by Dana (1991) . That would provide conditions for uniqueness of equilibrium and an easy existence proof.
While we deal exclusively with a pure exchange economy, the characterization of e cient allocations for production economies is of course the same, given the production choice, replacing the total private endowment with the total consumption. When specialized to exchange economies, Epstein's (1987) characterization of e cient allocations in the deterministic case is recovered here.
The remainder of this section sets up the primitives of the model.
Consumption Space
Let ( ; F ; P ) be a probability space and IF = fF t : t 2 [0; T ]g be a ltration of sub--algebras of F satisfying the usual conditions. (See Protter (1990) for details.) For some given p 2 [1; 1), let D denote the space of consisting of all processes of the form c :
[0; T ] ! IR`, with c measurable with respect to the -algebra on [0; T ] generated by left-continuous IF -adapted processes, and with
As usual, we identify two elements a and b of D if a = b almost everywhere. The usual positive cone of D is denoted D + . For simplicity, we assume that F 0 contains only events of probability zero or one.
The agents
There are m agents. Agent i is characterized by a utility function U i , de ned on
where V i solves the recursive utility equation (see Du e and Epstein (1992)):
where f i : IR+ IR ! IR is a continuous function satisfying a growth condition in the rst (consumption) argument and a uniform Lipschitz condition in the second (utility) argument. These technical assumptions, which can be weakened, ensure the existence of a unique p-integrable semimartingale 1 V i solving (1) for each c in
(See Du e and Epstein (1992a) for p > 1 and Antonelli (1991) for p = 1. In a Markovian setting, without the Lipschitz condition, see Du e and Lions (1992).) We will always assume that f i ( ; v) is strictly increasing for all i and v, which implies that U i is strictly increasing (Du e and Epstein (1992a)).
E cient Allocations
The total endowment, an element e of D + , is to be shared among the agents. The feasible allocation set is = f(c 1 ; : : : ; c
An allocation in D m + is -e cient if it maximizes U over . As is well known, if U i is concave for all i, then this de nition of e ciency coincides with the usual de nition of Pareto optimality: a feasible allocation c is Pareto optimal if there is no other feasible allocationĉ such that
, with strict inequality for at least some i. Proposition 1. Suppose f i is concave for all i. Then c is Pareto optimal if and only if there is some non-zero such that c is -e cient.
proof: Du e and Epstein (1992a) show that U i is concave if f i is concave. The proof is then the usual application of separating hyperplanes in IR m . Epstein (1992) .) Under the same topology, the allocation set is weak-compact, by Alaoglu's Theorem, since the lattice operations on D are continuous and is convex and norm-bounded. An upper semi-continuous function on a compact set achieves its supremum.
Existence of E cient Allocations

Gradient Calculation
We will give a characterization of e ciency under di erentiability. The gradient of U i , when it exists at some c in D + , is the linear functional rU i (c) de ned by
For convenience, from this point forward, unless otherwise mentioned, we take f i to be C 1 on the interior of its domain and take p = 2. We let f 
proof: For the case of a uniform growth condition, see Du e and Skiadas (1991), Theorem 3. For the case of f i concave and c bounded away from 0, if h 2 F (c);
then c + h " > 0 for all su ciently small, and the arguments of the proof of Theorem 2 of Du e and Skiadas (1991) go through using concavity to bound f i c (c s + s ; V i s ) uniformly, for between c and c + h for small .
First-Order Characterization of E ciency
In principle, the rst order conditions for Pareto optimality are that marginal rates of substitution of the di erent agents coincide.
We will see what that means in this setting. For the remainder of this section, we x a feasible allocation c 2 D m ++ such that, for all i, rU i (c i ) exists and has the Riesz representation i (c i ) of (3). We let
denote the set of feasible transfers.
If U i is concave for all i, then the converse is true.
proof: This is merely the rst order conditions for optimality.
Corollary. If for all i, U i is concave and i i (c i ) = j j (c j ) a:e:; i; j 2 f1; : : : ; mg;
then c is -e cient. Suppose that c i is bounded away from zero for all i. If c is -e cient, then (5) holds.
proof: For the rst assertion, (5) implies (4). For the second, with c bounded away from zero, F (c i ) contains the sub-space of bounded processes. It follows that
such that E R T 0 h t t dt > 0: Thus (4) applies if and only if (5) does.
We give a set of su cient conditions for an e cient allocation to be bounded away from zero that can be used as a basis for applying the last Corollary, and will also be useful later in demonstrating the existence of equilibrium. The conditions include the following \Inada" style conditions on utilities. A special case satisfying the restriction is given by f (x; v) = x v, for some 2 (0; 1) and > 0.
Inada Conditions. For all i:
(ii) For any sequence x n in IR+ + converging to the boundary of IR+, inf v jf i c (x n ; v)j ! 1:
Lemma 1. Suppose the Inada Conditions apply, e is bounded away from zero, and c is an -e cient allocation. Then c is bounded away from zero.
The result is implied by Lemma 4, to follow in Section 3. (There might seem to be a missing assumption that is strictly positive, but there is a standing assumption that c 2 D m ++ , which can only be true for -e cient c if 0:)
Local versus Global E ciency
Given the consumption process c i , its utility process V i , and an initial weight i , we de ne the discounted weight process i by :
The rst order condition (5) for e ciency can be rewritten as :
We therefore have regularity conditions under which an -e cient allocation solves, for almost every (!; t), the problem
where (!; t) = fx 2 (IR+) m : x 1 + + x m e(!; t)g, and where and V are given by (6) and (7). Proposition 3. Suppose f i is concave for all i. If c solves (8) almost everywhere, then c is -e cient. Conversely, suppose e is bounded away from zero, the Inada Conditions apply, and c is -e cient. Then c solves (8) almost everywhere.
proof: It can easily be seen that (7) is the rst order necessary (and with concavity, su cient) condition for (8). Then Lemma 1 and the Corollary of Proposition 2 imply the result.
The Dynamic System for E cient Allocations
We can characterize optimal allocations as the solution to a particular dynamic equation, extending the work of , Epstein (1987) , Dana and LeVan (1989) , and Kan (1991) , as follows. The idea is to replace an apparently more di cult in nite-dimensional optimization problem with the nite-dimensional optimization problem (8) 
# ; i 2 f1; : : : ; mg:
Existence of solutions to such integral equations can be deduced as follows, directly from the existence of -e cient allocations.
Proposition 4. Suppose the Inada Conditions apply, e is bounded away from zero, and, for all i, f i is regular. Then there exists a unique solution ( ; V ) to (9).
proof: This immediate from Theorem 1 and Proposition 3, and the uniqueness of -e cient allocations implied by strict concavity.
As an alternative and more direct approach to existence of solutions (9), we could take the xed point approach of Antonelli (1992) , along the following lines. 
Then consider the map X :
A xed point of X is a solution of (9). This is an extension of the usual Picard iteration approach to the existence of stochastic di erential equations. See, for example, Antonelli (1991) . Curiously enough, Antonelli shows counterexamples to existence for analagous equations with simple linear coe cient functions, leaving this direct xed point approach an open issue.
By considering the de nition U (e) = P i i V i 0 in terms of the dynamic equation (9), one can think of U as a generalized recursive utility function.
Semimartingale State Prices
There are many cases, as examined in Du e and Skiadas (1991) 
Equilibrium
This section demonstrates the existence of security-spot market equilibria in which each agent's utility gradient exists and has a Riesz representation as characterized in Section 2. We will deal only with the usual notion of Arrow-Debreu complete markets equilibrium. As in Du e (1986), there exists an implementation of such equilibria in a setting with security and spot markets only, given an appropriate space of admissible trading strategies, a spanning assumption on (nominal) cumulative dividend processes, and the same de nition of an equilibrium. Only our utility and endowment assumptions di er from Du e (1986). We do not require uniformly proper preferences a la Mas-Colell (1986) since the utility gradient representation used in Section 2 calls for pointwise interior consumption, which is only easily guaranteed in equilibrium with an Inada condition (\in nite marginal utility at zero") and an aggregate endowment that is bounded away from zero. In this regard, we show that the ability to dispense with uniform properness, shown in the additive-utility case by Araujo and Monteiro (1989) and Du e and Zame (1989), has little to do with additivity, and more to do with the ability to demonstrate uniform properness when one is restricted to the set of allocations that are individually rational and pareto optimal.
Given an initial allocation (e 1 ; : : : ; e m ) 2 D 
For simplicity, we will examine the case of`= 1 commodity. The case of general`is easily handled by extending the following de nitions and arguments.
An aggregator f is de ned to be good if it satis es the uniform Lipschitz and growth assumptions and:
(i) For all y, f ( ; y) is strictly increasing.
(ii) f is continuously di erentiable on the interior of its domain.
(iii) For all x > 0, f (x) sup v2I R f c (x; v) < 1.
(iv) As x ## 0, we have f (x) inf v2I R f c (x; v) ! +1.
(v) f is concave and continuous.
Condition (iv) is an Inada condition.
Theorem 2. Suppose the total endowment e = P m i=1 e i is bounded away from zero and, for each i, U i is generated by a good aggregator f i . Then there exists an Arrow-Debreu equilibrium ( ; (c 1 ; : : : ; c m )) with the properties:
(i) (c 1 ; : : : ; c m ) is Pareto optimal.
(ii) For all i, c i is bounded away from zero.
(iii) has a bounded Riesz Representation 2 L.
(iv) For each i, U i has a gradient at c i with a bounded Riesz Representation
given by (3).
Moreover, if e is a semimartingale, then is a semimartingale.
The theorem is an extension of Theorem A4 of Du e and Zame (1989). We will construct a proof based on the following series of Lemmas, closely following the approach of Appendix A of Du e and Zame (1989).
Lemma 2. Suppose that U is a stochastic di erential utility function generated by a good aggregator f . There is a constant k > 0 with the following property. Let
A be any measurable (predictable) subset of [0; T ] and let a > 0 by any real number. If y 2 L + , y a on A, z 2 L + , z = 0 o A, and z a=2, then
The proof is an application of the Mean Value Theorem and Gronwall's Inequality. Speci cally, let V be the utility process for y andV the utility process for y z. By the Mean Value Theorem, there are processes and such that, for all t 2 [0; T ],
where is a uniform Lipschitz constant on f (c; ). The inequality exploits the fact that V V , which follows [Du e and Epstein (1992) ] from the monotonicity of f with respect to consumption and the fact that z 0. The Stochastic GronwallBellman Inequality (Appendix of Du e and Epstein (1992)) implies that
proving the result.
Lemma 3. Suppose that U is a stochastic di erential utility function generated by a good aggregator f . There is a constant k > 0 with the following property. If H is a predictable subset of [0; T ], h is a positive constant, and y 2 L + is such that y h on H, then for any 2 [0; h],
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 2, using the constant k = e T . As pointed out by Mas-Colell and Zame (1990) , the following is essentially the only prerequisite for existence of Arrow-Debreu equilibrium beyond the usual technical conditions required in a nite-dimensional setting. 
for all i. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, for each i, c i is bounded away from zero and U i satis es the following forward cone condition at c i : There is some v 2 L + , " 2 (0; 1), and 2 (0; 1) such that
Given Lemmas 2 and 3, the proof of Lemma 4 is obvious from the proof of Theorem A4 of Du e and Zame (1989), since the last two displayed equations substitute for equations (13) and (14) of Du e and Zame (1989).
We can now complete the proof of the main existence theorem. Existence of the Arrow-Debreu equilibrium ((c i ); ) follows from Theorem A1 of Du e and
Zame ( 
Local Versus Global Gross-Substitutes
We now explore the issue of whether a pointwise gross substitutes condition implies a global gross substitutes condition, and thereby a proof of uniqueness of e cient allocations, as well as a simple proof of existence. As shown by Dana (1991) , this works with additive utility, but we shall see that this is not generally the case with recursive utility.
Under the regularity conditions given above for the existence of equilibrium, the so-called \excess utility map" " : IR m ++ ! IR m is de ned by
where c i ( ) denotes the -e cient allocation of consumption to agent i: A zero of " corresponds to an equilibrium allocation c( ); for c i ( ) is then optimal and budget feasible for agent i by the rst order conditions, and markets clear.
We say that " is gross-substitutes if, for any i and k 6 = i, " i is increasing in i and decreasing in k . As shown by Dana (1991) , this gross-substitutes property implies uniqueness of equilibrium (and gives a simple proof of existence).
Using the notation in (9),
where 0 = : We write the integrand as F i (e t ; t ; V t ).
In the additive case, f i (c; v) = u(c) v, we have t = for all t. Thus, as shown by Dana (1991) , the Mitjushin-Polterovich conditions on u, which imply a gross substitutes property (in t ) of the \local" excess utility map F , globalizes to the excess utility map ". We will illustrate how this issue is complicated by relaxing additivity, even given the rather explicit dynamic system (9) for utility weights, and even in the deterministic case.
In the general case, the pointwise excess utility map F depends nontrivially on the weights t and the utilities V t at time t. In order to study the e ect of a change of on F (e t ; t ; V t ), one therefore needs to compute the sensitivity of ( t ; V t ) to a change in initial weights. In the deterministic case, this can be done through the classical technique of the resolvent matrix 2 . Since the boundary conditions for (9) are a mixture of the initial condition 0 = and the terminal condition V T = 0, it makes sense to study the problem in terms of the terminal utility weights T rather than the initial weights. We can replace (9) in the deterministic case with _ i t = i t f v (K i ( t ; e t ; V t ); V t ); T = _ V i t = f i (K i ( t ; e t ; V t ); V t ); V T = 0:
Again, a zero of the modi ed excess utility map " de ned by (12), replacing the dynamic system (9) with (13), corresponds to an equilibrium.
Using the chain rule and the form of the resolvent for (13), the sensitivity of F (e t ; t ; V t ) to changes in T can be computed. Rather than trace out all of the effects, we point out an immediate obstacle to showing the gross-substitutes property of ". As a rst step in such a program, it would be natural to impose conditions 2 When the initial condition 0 ( ) of a dynamical system _ x t = f (x t ); x 0 = 0 ( ) varies with some parameter , the local change in position at time t, @x t =@ is given by exp( R t 0 f 0 (x s )ds)@ 0 =@ . The matrix f 0 (x s ) is called the resolvent and is intensively used in the study of stability properties. See, for example, Arnold (1991) for details. As to what conditions on a resolvent imply the global gross-substitutes condition, the literature on di erential equations seems to o er little guidance.
In short, going beyond the additive case, gross-substitutes conditions for even for relatively explicit recursive utility functions do not seem at all obvious (to us).
